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 Pierre Gagnaire à Séoul
 35/F, new wing, Lotte Hotel, Seoul   +82-2-3177-1812 

 Mr & Mrs Bund
 Bund 18, 6/F, Zhongshan Dong Yi Lu, Shanghai   +86-21-6323-9898 

  8 ! Otto e Mezzo Bombana
 Shop 202, Alexandra House, 18 Chater Road, Central, Hong Kong   +85-2-2537-8859

Mr & Mrs Bund，Shanghai 8! Otto e Mezzo Bombana，Hong Kong

Pierre Gagnaire à Seoul, Seoul 
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For reservations and a special 
experience, please contact 
the 24-hour concierge service 
of the OCBC Elite World 
Card. Premier Hotline at 
1800-PREMIER(773-6437).

Asian Gastronomy
Planning a year-end holiday just got easier if you are a 
foodie. With the annual Miele Guide fresh off the presses 
in October, you can take your pick of Asia’s top dining 
destinations. This year, 20 Asian restaurants made the 
cut, with three entering the list for the first time.

Pierre Gagnaire à Seoul  in Seoul
Three-Michelin-star chef Pierre Gagnaire makes his debut 
in the Miele Guide with his eponymous restaurant at Lotte 
Hotel in Seoul. It is the first South Korean restaurant to be 
listed, taking eighth place in the independent restaurant 
guide that started in 2008.  

Gagnaire has been labelled the Picasso of the 
culinary world and is renowned for his complicated 
and intricate cuisine served in his restaurants across 
major cities of the world. But Pierre Gagnaire à Seoul is 
celebrated for its successful infusion of Korean flair into a 
French menu. Diners are treated to a combination of the 
finest Western cuisine with local ingredients such as Jeju 
pork belly and tilefish, in a formula that has broken rank to 
popularise Korean cuisine in an international arena, raising 
awareness and interest in Korean cuisine.

He says: “I feel I’m like a film director, using food 
to create a dramatic narrative; I want to create a dining 
experience that’s like a film – full of movement from the 
eyes to the taste buds to the soul.”

It is precisely because of this liberal streak that he is 
cast as a leading figure for anti-traditionalist French chefs. 
Gagnaire is highly regarded in the French culinary world 
and is also one of the leading practitioners of molecular 
gastronomy.

The Seoul branch is Gagnaire’s seventh restaurant 
globally: His first opened in 1997 in Balzac Hotel Paris. 
The accolades came fast: the restaurant was awarded 
three Michelin stars the following year. Following that, a 
London branch opened in 2002 and a Dubai outpost in 
2008, and the rest were opened in Asia, namely Tokyo, 
Hong Kong and Seoul. Another highlight at the Seoul 
restaurant is its extensive wine collection with 130 bottles 
of wines, including rare wines from Alsace, the Rhône and 
Pays de Loire.

Mr & Mrs Bund in Shanghai 

Speaking of wine, the modern French restaurant Mr & 
Mrs Bund, located on Shanghai’s historic waterfront 
and coming in at No. 7 in the latest Miele Guide, offers 
diners the chance to taste a variety of wine by the glass. 
The restaurant’s special wine tasting experience comes 
courtesy of an Enomatic wine-serving machine located in 
the middle of the restaurant, which employs a technology 
that ensures freshness with the use of inert gases. 
Glasses are poured from the bottle directly and, with 
the aid of the machine, the taste, aroma, and character 
of a bottle can be preserved even three weeks after it is 
opened. Diners are encouraged to pick wines and go up 
to the machine to try them. 

Mr & Mrs Bund can be categorised as a French 
restaurant, but head chef Paul Pairet has given it a 
new twist with deconstruction and reconstruction two 
concepts that make frequent appearances in his dishes. 
Take Black Cod in the Bag, for instance, which finds black 
cod simmered in a heat-proof bag with Cantonese sauce. 

Pairet takes inspiration from traditional Chinese 
cuisine and his menus resemble that of a Chinese 
restaurant: Dishes are grouped according to the key 
ingredient, alongside different ways of preparation, 
enabling diners to make their choices based on the main 
ingredients and not courses. 

The similarities extend to portions and presentation, 
where food is plated for sharing, Chinese style. He 
explains: “In the 1970s, French restaurants plated their 
food just like I do now in the restaurant. I wanted to bring 
back family-style sharing into a high-end restaurant, to let 
more people taste all kinds of food – all this thinking is 
reflected in the cutlery, presentation and menu.”

Pairet arrived in Shanghai in 2005 to helm the 
restaurant Jade on 36 at the Shangri-La Hotel Pudong. 
He remained for three years and became known for 
his originality, technique and wizardry. He revelled in 
manipulating flavours, textures, temperatures and even 
diner expectations. Clearly, the tables are turned at Mr & 
Mrs Bund, where diners lead the way.

8! Otto e Mezzo Bombana in Hong Kong

The bid for Italy’s largest and most valuable truffle has 
been won by Hong Kong for several years in succession. 
Last year, the two-Michelin-star Italian restaurant 8 ! Otto 
e Mezzo Bombana was host to the auction of the 900g 
King of White Truffles, which was sold for the sum of 
HK$1.12 million (S$186,000). 

Restaurant owner Umberto Bombana, who was 
tasked to prepare the truffle after the auction, had done 
so at a previous auction, thus sealing his status as the 
king of white truffles. 

Bombana, who hails from Bergamo in north 
Italy, cut his teeth at the famous Centro di Formazione 
Alberghiera culinary institute and also honed his craft 
at the two-Michelin-starred Antica Osteria del Ponte as 
well as Rex II, the top Italian restaurant in Los Angeles 
before his arrival in Hong Kong. Prior to setting up on 
his own, he headed up Toscano at the Ritz-Carlton 
Hong Kong. In 2005, Bombana was awarded the title of 
Best Italian Chef in Asia by the Italian Culinary Institute 
for Foreigners. The following year, he was named 
Worldwide Ambassador of the White Truffle by the 
Enoteca Regionale Piedmontese Cavour.

8! Otto e Mezzo Bombana, Hong Kong

Pierre Gagnaire à Seoul, Seoul 

Mr & Mrs Bund, Shanghai 

Bombana’s restaurant enters the guide for the 
first time, at 13th place, while the man himself has been 
awarded the inaugural The Miele Guide Chef of Chefs 
award. Bombana says: “I learnt how to cook because I 
love to eat, to make myself happy, then other people were 
also happy. This is a very meaningful prize for me.” 
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